Minutes from BWAC Meeting on April 18th, 2022
Attending: Micah Hagan, Chris Kline, Aaron Todd, Annie Cooper, Stefan Fetterhoff, Robin Pierce, Carolyn West

Introduction - New Member - Stefan Fetterhoff
RRFB Quote Requested
Chris/Annie to attend bike summit
Vote passed to reimburse them $50 each for attendance fees. Unanimous
Chris reviewed details of summit and information tracks available
Need to reach out to Rick Jones re: repair of RRFB crossing.
West street sidewalk concrete deterioration noted
Flooding on Mansfield sidewalks noted
Sidewalk plow lawn damage discussed
Green up day participation discussed
Staffing challenges impeding school safety efforts
Community event ideas raised by Chris Kline
Bike fest, bike repair, bike rodeo, skills training, helmet fitting
Expose new routes
Group rides
Group walk
Meeting adjourned at 7:52pm